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Abstract-
Wireless sensor networks will be widely used to focused on making these networks feasible and useful, security has received little attention. We present a suite of security protocols optimized for sensor networks: SPINS. SPINS has two secure building blocks: SNEP and TESLA. SNEP includes: data confidentiality, two-party data authentication, and evidence of data freshness. TESLA provides authenticated broadcast for severely resource-constrained environments. We implemented the above protocols, and show that they are practical even on minimal hardware: the performance of the protocol suite easily matches the data rate of our network. Additionally, we demonstrate that the suite can be used for building higher level protocols.
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I. Introduction

Battlefield management: remote sensors can help eliminate some of the confusion associated with combat. They can allow accurate collection of information about current battlefield conditions as well as giving appropriate information to soldiers, weapons, and vehicles in the battlefield. At UC Berkeley, we think these systems are important, and we are starting a major initiative to explore the use of wireless sensor networks. Security and privacy questions arise if third parties can read or tamper with sensor data. We envision wireless sensor networks being widely used, including for emergency and life-critical systems, and here the questions of security are foremost.

We envision a future where thousands to millions of small sensors form self-organizing wireless networks. How can we provide security for these sensor networks? Security is not easy; compared with conventional desktop computers, severe challenges exist. These sensors will have limited processing power, storage, bandwidth, and energy. We need to surmount these challenges, because security is important. Sensor networks will expand to all aspects of our lives. Here are some typical applications:

Emergency response information: sensor networks will collect information about the status of buildings, people, and transportation pathways. Sensor information must be collected and passed on in meaningful, secure ways to emergency response personnel.

Medical monitoring: we envision a future where individuals with some types of medical conditions receive constant monitoring through sensors that monitor health conditions. For some types of medical conditions, remote sensors may apply remedies (such as instant release of emergency medication to the bloodstream).
• Designing and developing TESLA providing authenticated streaming broadcast.
• Designing and developing SNEP (Secure Network Encryption Protocol) providing data confidentiality, data authenticity, data freshness, with low overhead.
• Designing and developing an authenticated routing protocol using our building blocks.

**Data confidentiality**
A sensor network should not leak sensor readings to neighboring networks. In many applications (e.g., key distribution) nodes communicate highly sensitive data. The standard approach for keeping sensitive data secret is to encrypt the data with a secret key that only intended receivers possess, hence achieving confidentiality. Given the observed communication patterns, we set up secure channels between nodes and base stations and later bootstrap other secure channels as necessary.

**Data authentication**
Message authentication is important for many applications in sensor networks (including administrative tasks such as network reprogramming or controlling sensor node duty cycle). Since an adversary can easily inject messages, the receiver needs to ensure that data used in any decision-making process originates from a trusted source. Informally, data authentication allows a receiver to verify that the data really was sent by the claimed sender. Informally, data authentication allows a receiver to verify that the data really was sent by the claimed sender. In the two-party communication case, data authentication can be achieved through a purely symmetric mechanism: The sender and the receiver share a secret key to compute a message authentication code (MAC) of all communicated data. When a message with a correct MAC arrives, the receiver knows that it must have been sent by the sender. This style of authentication cannot be applied to a broadcast setting, without placing much stronger trust assumptions on the network nodes. If one sender wants to send authentic data to multiple untrusted receivers, using a symmetric MAC is insecure: any one of the receivers knows the MAC key, and hence, could impersonate the sender and forge messages to other receivers. Hence, we need an asymmetric mechanism to achieve authenticated broadcast. One of our contributions is to construct authenticated broadcast from symmetric primitives only, and introduce asymmetry with delayed key disclosure and one-way function key chains.

**II. Related Work**
Because of stringent resource constraints on the sensor nodes, implementation of the cryptographic primitives is a major challenge. We can sacrifice some security to achieve feasibility and efficiency, but we still need a core level of strong cryptography. Below we discuss how we provide strong cryptography despite restricted resources. Memory size is a constraint: our sensor nodes have 8 Kbytes of read-only program memory, and 512 bytes of RAM. The program memory is used for TinyOS, our security infrastructure, and the actual sensor net application. To save program memory, we implemented all cryptographic primitives from one single block cipher. Block cipher. We evaluated several algorithms for use as a block cipher. An initiating choice was the AES algorithm in Rijndael [12]; however, after further inspection, we sought alternatives with smaller code size and higher speed. The baseline version of Rijndael uses over 800 bytes of lookup tables which is too large for our memory-deprived nodes. An optimized version of that algorithm, about a 100 times faster, uses over 10 Kbytes of lookup tables. Similarly, we rejected the DES block cipher which is a 512-entry 8-bit S-box table and a 256-entry table for various permutations [32]. A small encryption algorithm m such as TEA [54] is a possibility, but is not yet been subject to cryptanalytic scrutiny. We use RC5 [47] because of its small code size and high efficiency. RC5 does not rely on multiplication and does not require lookups. However, RC5 does use 32-bit data-dependent rotates which are expensive on our Atmel processor (it only supports an 8-bit single bit rotate operation). Even though the RC5 algorithm can be expressed succinctly, the common RC5 libraries are too large for our platform. With a judicious selection of functionality, we use a subset of RC5 from OpenSSL, and after further tuning of the code, we achieve an additional 40% reduction in code size.
is automatically provided by the CTR encryption. Since the sender increments the counter after each message, the receiver verifies weak freshness by verifying that received messages have a monotonically increasing counter. For applications requiring strong freshness, the sender creates a random (an unpredictable 64-b value) and includes it in the request message to the receiver. The receiver generates the response message and includes the nonce in the MAC computation (see section 5). If the MAC of the response verifies successfully, the node knows that the response was generated after it sent the request message and hence achieves strong freshness. Random-number generation. The node has its own sensors, wireless receiver, and scheduling process, from which we could derive random digits. But to minimize power requirements, we use a MAC function as our pseudo-random number generator (PRG), with the secret pseudo-random number generator key. We also keep a counter that we increment after each pseudo-random block.
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**Fig 2: MAC Authentication Code**

### III. Performance Analysis

We evaluate the implementation of our protocols by code size, RAM size, and processor and communication overhead. The code size of three implementations of crypto routines in TinyOS. The smallest version oof the crypto routines occupies about 20% of the available code space. The difference between the fastest and the smallest implementation stems from two different implementations of the variable rotate function. The TESLA protocol uses another 574 bytes. Together, the crypto library and the protocol implementation consume about 2 Kbytes of program memory, which is acceptable in most applications. It is important to identify reusable routines to minimize call setup costs. For example, OpenSSL implements RC5 encryption as a function. On our sensor hardware, the code size of call setup and return outweigh the code size of the body of the RC5 function. We implement RC5 as a macro and only expose interfaces to the MAC and CTR-ENCRYPT functions. The performance of the cryptographic primitives is adequate for the bandwidth supported by the current generation of network sensors. Key setup is relatively expensive (4 ms). In contrast, the fast version of the code uses less than 2.5 ms to encrypt a 16-byte message and to compute the MAC (the smaller but slower version takes less than 3.5 ms). Let us compare these times against the speed of our network. Our radio operates at 10 kbps at the physical layer. If we assume that we communicate at this rate, we can perform key setup, an encryption, and a MAC for every message we send out. In our implementation, TESLA discloses the key after two intervals. The stringent buffering requirements also dictate that we cannot drop more than one key disclosure beacon. We require a maximum of two key setup operations and two CTR encryptions to check the validity of a disclosed TESLA key. Additionally, we perform up to two key setup operations, two CTR encryptions, and up to four MAC operations to check the integrity of a TESLA message. That gives an upper bound of 17.8 ms for checking the buffered messages. This amount of work is easily performed on our processor. In fact, the limiting factor on the bandwidth of authenticated broadcast traffic is the amount of buffering we can dedicate on individual sensor nodes. Table 4 shows the memory size required by the security modules. We configure the TESLA protocol with four messages: the disclosure interval dictates a buffer space of three messages just for key disclosure, and we need an additional buffer to use this primitive in a more flexible way. Despite allocating minimal amounts of memory to _TESLA, the protocols we implement consume half of the available memory, and we cannot afford any more memory. Energy costs. We examine the energy costs of security mechanisms. Most energy costs will come from extra transmissions required by the protocols. Remaining security issues. Although this protocol suite addresses many security-related problems, there remain many additional issues. First, we do not address the problem of information leakage through covert channels. Second, we do not deal completely with compromised sensors, we merely ensure that compromising a single sensor does not reveal the keys of all the sensors in the network. Third, we do not deal with denial-of-service (DoS) attacks in this work. Since we operate on a wireless network, an adversary can always perform a DoS attack by jamming the wireless channel with an astron signal. Finally, due to our hardware limitations, we cannot provide Diffe-Hellman style key agreement or usedigital signatures to achieve non-repudiation. For the majority of sensor network applications, authentication is sufficient. **Authenticated Routing**

Using the TESLA protocol, we developed a lightweight, authenticated ad hoc routing protocol that builds an authenticated routing topology. Ad hoc
been an active area of research [11]. Marti et al. discuss a mechanism to protect an ad hoc network against misbehaving nodes that fail to forward packets correctly [28]. They describe two mechanisms: a watchdog to detect misbehaving neighboring nodes, and a pathrater to keep state about the goodness of other nodes. They propose running these mechanisms on each node. However, we are not aware of a routing protocol that uses authenticated routing messages. It is possible for a malicious user to take over the network by injecting erroneous, replayed old, or advertise incorrect routing information. The authenticated routing scheme we developed mitigates these problems. The routing scheme within our prototype network assumes bidirectional communication channels. The route discovery depends on periodic broadcast of beacons. Every node, upon reception of a beacon packet, checks whether it has already received a beacon (which is a normal packet with a globally unique sender ID and current time at base station, protected by a MAC to ensure integrity and that the data is authentic) in the current epoch. If a node hears the beacon within the epoch, it does not take any further action. Otherwise, the node accepts the sender of the beacon as its parent to route towards the base station. Additionally, the node would repeat the beacon with the sender ID changed to itself. This route discovery resembles a distributed, breadth first search algorithm, and produces a routing topology. However, in the above algorithm, route discovery depends on the receipt of route packet, not on its contents. It is easy for any node to claim to be a valid base station. In contrast, we note that the TESLA key disclosure packet scan easily function as routing beacons. We accept only the sources of authenticated beacons as valid parents. Reception of a TESLA packet guarantees that that packet originated at the base station, and that it is fresh. For each time interval, we accept as the parent the first node sending a successfully authenticated packet. Combining TESLA key disclosure with distribution of routing beacons allows us to combine transmission of the keys with network maintenance. We have outlined a scheme leading to a lightweight authenticated routing protocol for sensor networks. Since each node accepts only the first authenticated packet as the one to use in routing, it is impossible for an attacker to reroute arbitrary links within the sensor network. Each node verifies the behavior of the parent by implementing functionality similar to watchdogs described in [8]. The authenticated routing scheme above is just one way to build authenticated ad hoc routing protocol using TESLA. In protocols where base stations are not involved in route construction, TESLA can still be used for security. In these cases, the initiating node will temporarily act as base station and beacons authenticated route updates.

Node-to-node key agreement

A convenient technology for bootstrapping secure connections is to use public key cryptography protocols for symmetric key setup [2]. Unfortunately, our resource constrained sensor nodes prevent us from using computationally expensive public key cryptography. We need to construct our protocol solely from symmetric key algorithms. We design a symmetric protocol that uses the base station as a trusted agent for key setup. Assume that the node wants to establish a shared secret session key:

\[ A \rightarrow B: \{ N_A, A \} \]

\[ B \rightarrow S: \{ N_B, A, B, MAC(K_{BS}, N_A | N_B | A | B) \} \]

\[ S \rightarrow A: \{ [SK_{AB}]_{K_SA}, MAC(K_{SB}, N_A | B | [SK_{AB}]_{K_SA}) \} \]

\[ S \rightarrow B: \{ [SK_{AB}]_{K_SB}, MAC(K_{SB}, N_A | B | [SK_{AB}]_{K_SB}) \} \]

The protocol uses our SNEP protocol with strong freshness, that the key was really generated by the base station. Notethat the MAC in the second protocol message helps defend the base station from denial-of-service attacks, and the base station only sends two messages to and if it received a legitimate request from one of the nodes. A nice feature of the above protocol is that the base station performs most of the transmission work. Many other protocols involve a ticket that the server sends to one of the parties which forwards it to the other node, which requires more energy for the nodes to forward the message. The Kerberos key agreement protocol achieves similar properties, but it does not provide strong key freshness [17,13]. If Kerberos used SNEP with strong freshness, then Kerberos would have greater security. The key distribution for resource-starved devices in a mobile environment [5]. Park et al. [7] point out weaknesses and improvements. Beller and Yacobifurther develop key agreement and authentication protocols [4]. Boyd and Mathuria survey the previous work on key distribution and authentication for resource-starved devices in mobile environments [8]. The majority of these approaches rely on asymmetric cryptography. Bergstrom et al. consider the problem of secure remote control of resource-starved devices in a home [6]. Fox and Gribble present a security protocol providing secure access to application level proxy services [16]. Their protocol is designed to interact with a proxy to Kerberos and facilitate porting services relying on Kerberos to wire less devices. The work of Patel and Crocroft focuses on security solutions for mobile user devices [39]. Unfortunately, their work uses asymmetric cryptography and is Page 4 hence, too expensive for the environments we envision. The work of Czerwinski et al. also relies on asymmetric cryptography for authentication [10]. Stajano and Anderson discuss the issues of bootstrapping security devices [51]. Their solution requires physical contact of the new device with a master device to impart the trusted and secret information. Zhou and Haas propose to secure ad hoc networks using asymmetric cryptography [57]. Recently,
Basagni et al. proposed to use a network-wide symmetric key to secure an ad hoc routing protocol [2]. While this approach is efficient, it does not resist compromise of a single node. Carman et al. analyze a wide variety of approaches for key agreement and key distribution in sensor networks [9]. They analyze the overhead of these protocols on a variety of hardware platforms. Marti et al. discuss a mechanism to protect an ad hoc network against misbehaving nodes that fail to forward packets correctly [28]. They propose that each node runs a watchdog (to detect misbehaving neighboring nodes) and a pathrater (to keep state about the goodness of other nodes); their solution, however, is better suited for traditional networks, with emphasis on reliable point-to-point communication, than to sensor networks. Hubaux et al. present a system for ad hoc peer-to-peer authentication based on public key certificates [24]. They consider an ad hoc network with nodes powerful enough for performing asymmetric cryptographic operations.

IV. Conclusion

We designed and built a security subsystem for an extremely limited sensor network platform. We have identified and implemented useful security protocols for sensor networks: authenticated data confidentiality, authenticated broadcast. We have implemented applications including an authenticated routing scheme and a secure ad hoc node key agreement protocol. Most of our design is universal and applicable to other networked low-end devices. Our primitives only depend on fast symmetric cryptography and apply to a wide variety of device configurations. On our limited platform energy spent on security is negligible compared to energy spent on sending or receiving messages. It is possible to encrypt and authenticate all sensor readings. The communication costs are also small. Data authentication, freshness, and confidentiality properties use up a net 6 bytes out of 30 byte packets. So, it is feasible to guarantee these properties on a per packet basis. It is difficult to impove on this scheme, as transmitting a MAC is fundamentally guaranteeing data authentication. Certain elements of the design were technologically available at the experimental platform. If we had a more powerful platform, we could have used block ciphers other than RC5. The emphasis on code reuse is another property forced by our platform. A more powerful device would allow more remodes of authentication. In particular, memory restriction on buffering limit the effective bandwidth of authenticated broadcast. Despite the shortcomings of our target platform, we built a system that is secure and works. With our techniques, we believe that security systems can become an integral part of practical sensor networks.
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